have helped if they wanted. Where there is a will
there is a way.
Om wanted the things to happen in a
different way. My inquiry and request reached the
kind hands of Mr. Mike Buckheit, the Director of
the Field Institute of Grand Canyon. He showered
a series of marvelous photos on us. We wanted
one. We got many. It was a grand blessing from
OM: One God Universal. We are highly obliged
to him for his interest and generosity. It is truly
invigorating to correspond with him. Now we are
sharing this rich treasure with OM devotees all
over the world. We are happy OM has given us this
opportunity to share these Marvels of Nature with
our friends of OMGOD group.
We see here in this show, created by means
of ProShowGold, some mighty peaks named as
temples of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva as well as
the shrines of Rama and Krishna. There is one
Inversion—peaks above, clouds below!

There is also a formation named as Vishnu
Schist. It is the earliest foundational formation,
a kind of base. This is really a remarkable
phenomenon to realize.
Now Bhagavan Vishnu is not only the
preserver of the world, but he as Na/-ra/-yan/a
is the creator of the creator as well! Brahma
comes out of the naval of Vishnu. He is one of the
Trimurti as well as the Supreme Lord.
Hindu mythology tells us that Bhagavan
Vishnu incarnated Himself as the Tortoise—
Ku/-rma/-vata/-ra to serve and function as the
foundation—the fundamental base—to support
the Serpent God (Shesha Naga) to bear and hold
the earth. In other words, the earth rests on the
Shesha Naga, who rests on the Tortoise—Vishnu
Bhagavan.
Before we close this short presentation, we
would like to tell our readers that there is also a
natural formation named as Hindu Amphitheater.
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